BLACK
CEILING SYSTEMS

MAKE A
LASTING
IMPRESSION

Choose a black ceiling
to transform the appearance
of a room, providing
sophistication and elegance.
An intimate and cosy atmosphere results
from the lower light levels, creating
a space that allows people to fully
immerse themselves. Black ceilings
make a statement, transforming the
conventional into a high-end, modern look.
Floating elements, such as canopies
and baffles play with light and shadows,
and create drama, putting the focus
on where it needs to be. When you
enhance the darkness, you emphasise
the light – creating a powerful contrast.
A black ceiling works with industrial,
contemporary or urban styles, and
remains a timeless option. It’s a choice
that will make a lasting impression on
those who experience your space.
Black ceilings are not only easy to
maintain, but are available in a variety
of hues and materials to meet the
acoustic demands of any space.
Make a bold choice that will enhance
your space, with black ceiling solutions.
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SHARED AREA / OPEN SPACE
Black is bold and black is subtle. Opting for it will make a room feel more
intimate, bringing a warm and cosy feel, even in expansive areas.
Shared spaces benefit from sound absorbing ceilings, and by selecting
a black ceiling solution with great acoustic properties you will make your
room look stylish, and ensure it is fit for function.
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1 Colortone Neeva + Prelude 24 XL2
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1 Colortone Fine Fissured + Prelude 24 TL2

• Colortone Neeva
• Colortone Fine Fissured
• Black suspension systems

• Metal ceilings
• Floating ceilings
• Metal Baffles V-P 500

•
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Open Cell Metal ceilings
Floating ceilings
Mesh ceilings
Black suspension systems

•
•
•
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Metal ceilings
Floating ceilings
Mesh ceilings
Black suspension systems

RETAIL / DEPARTMENT STORE
Black is timeless, representing class and sophistication. A black ceiling
introduces a high-end ambience, providing customers with a feeling of
luxury that makes them embrace their shopping experience. Canopies
can highlight customer service areas, so navigating a shop is even
more straightforward.
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1 Cellio C49 + Prelude 15 TL

Metal Corridor range
Mesh ceilings
Metal F-Clip Access
Black suspension systems

LOBBY / RECEPTION
Black ceilings can make a statement that people will remember. They
create a high-end visual and a contemporary look, enhancing the overall
aesthetic of your reception area. By selecting tiles with sound absorbing
properties, you can reduce noise levels in these high-traffic areas, and
by using canopies you can define a lobby by highlighting key areas for
visitors, whilst creating an eye-catching design that will make your
lobby memorable.
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BAR / RESTAURANT / NIGHTCLUB
A black ceiling will enhance a social setting, with a dim ambience
providing the privacy that allows people to connect. To maintain this
intimate atmosphere in a busy space, a dark ceiling with good acoustic
properties will allow people to socialise with fewer distractions.
Black ceiling systems provide low light levels, and with the appropriate
sound absorption qualities, you can turn down the noise and create a
refined atmosphere.
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1 Optima L Canopy Square & Large Rectangle

Floating ceilings
Colortone Neeva
Colortone Fine Fissured
Black suspension systems

CINEMA / THEATRE / CONCERT HALL
In large venues, the focus is always on what’s happening in front of you,
not above you. Being able to blend into the surroundings and provide
good sound performances is crucial. A black acoustic ceiling system will
deliver the best visitor experience, whilst the dimmer light levels put the
focus on where it’s supposed to be.
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CORRIDOR / CIRCULATION AREA
Circulation areas are far more than just people getting from point A to
point B. They are a destination where people converse, wander or even
forge their first impressions. Black ceilings can zone rooms and buildings,
adding an aesthetic that makes a lasting impression on those who walk
the corridors daily.
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1 Mesh F-L 601 RB35 + Black Perimeter Trim

OUR RECOMMENDATION:

RAL and NCS colours available on request.

However unique the design,
together we will achieve your ambitions

DESIGN
THAT
WORKS
From collaborative
design to
budgeting, from
pre-construction
to on-site
installation and
technical support,
our project teams
across Europe
can engineer your
inspiration, and
tailor it into a truly
unique space.
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multi-material approach

to face every design or architectural challenge

plants across EMEA

providing a best-in-class service and reduce carbon footprint

Your Project Design Centres

with dedicated project-led teams in the Czech Republic, France,
Netherlands, Poland, Russia, Switzerland and the Middle-East to deliver
a customised experience across the entire EMEA region

of our portfolio is C2C Certified®

to guarantee material transparency and meet the growing demand
for healthy sustainable materials

CONTACT US
TO KNOW MORE.

100%

with over 150 years experience in delivering prestigious projects
to you around the world

products in 96 BIM files (Revit & ArchiCAD)
to unleash your creativity
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925

customer focused

www.knaufarmstrong.com
Follow us on Instagram
@armstrongceilingseurope

